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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with scalar product ( , ) and norm 1 j . Suppose 
we are given a second real Hilbert space I/ with scalar product (( , )) and norm 
// /I such that 
VCH compactly, densely. 
Let V* denote the dual of V, (x*, x) the dual pairing between x* E V* and 
x E V and // /I* the dual norm on V *. Finally, let W be a reflexive Banach space 
which is continuously and densely imbedded into V. We denote the norm on W 
by /jl II/ , the dual of W by W*, the dual pairing between y* E W* and y E W 
by (y*, y) and the dual norm on W* by //I Ilj.+ . Identifying H with its dual one 
obtains the continuous and dense imbeddings H C V* C W”, and in case 
h E H and x E V (resp. y E W) the dual pairing between h and x coincides with 
their scalar product in H. 
Let A: W -+ W* be a (nonlinear) mapping, and let B denote a bilinear 
mapping from W X W into W*. Suppose finally we are given a proper, convex 
and lower semi-continuous functional qz W+ (-co, + CO]. Let D(q) denote 
its effective domain, i.e. D(v) = {x E W: v(x) < + co). 
The aim of the present paper is to prove the existence of a function u E Lr’(O, T; 
W) having a distributional derivative U’ with values in W* such that 
(u’(t) + Au(t) + B(u(t), u(t))> x - u(t)) + T(X) - Fo((t>) 
2 (f(t), x - u(t)> for a.a. t E (0, T) and all x E D(q), 
(‘1 
u(0) : u. . (2) 
A special realization of (l), (2), namely the weak formulation of the initial- 
boundary value problem that governs the motion of a Bingham fluid, has been 
studied in [8] by combining the Galerkin method with a special regularization 
of the functional (W = V, A linear, ‘p everywhere convex and continuous). 
Based on the same approach, these results are extended in [12] where A is the 
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sum of a linear mapping and a weakly closed, monotone perturbation. Further 
results concerning problem (I), (2) may be found in [2, 3, 51 and, under some- 
what different assumptions on B, in [13, 151. 
The estimates on the bilinear mapping B which are used in the present dis- 
cussion, correspond to integral estimates of the term of “convective acceleration” 
in three dimensions of space. The results we are going to prove then illustrate 
the far-reaching effect for the existence and regularity theory of (I), (2) when 
the (nonlinear) mapping A satisfies a coerciveness condition with power greater 
than two, and when the functional q~ satisfies an appropriate boundedness 
condition. 
In Section 1 of the present part of our paper we prove an existence theorem and 
a result about the regularity for a solution to (I), (2) in the case when IV is 
separable. The proofs rest upon the Galerkin method combined with the 
regularization of the functional CJX The case W 7:. 1’ is considered in Section 2. 
We present there an existence theorem for problem (I), (2) and prove then a 
regularity theorem by adopting an idea from [5]. 
Part II of our paper concerns the application of the obtained abstract results 
to the following two classes of non-Newtonian fluids: 
(1) Composition of a dilatant fluid and an ideal-plastic fluid; 
(2) Composition of a fluid with “averaged nonlinear viscosity” and an 
ideal-plastic fluid. 
1 
Throughout the present section, we suppose that the space W is separable. 
1.1. Let us impose the following conditions on the mapping A: 
A is monotone and hemi-continuous; (1-l) 
(Ax, x) 3 cl //I x l/ii0 VxE W, cl = const > 0, 2 <p < 3; (1.2) 
Ill Ax I!i* d 4ii x IIll’-l t- 1) Vx E W, c2 = const > 0. (l-3) 
The conditions on the bilinear mapping B are as follows: 
(B(x, x), x) = 0 Vx E W; 
Iii B(x, r)lll* < ~3 I x l3--D Ill x II’~-~ /!I Y lli 
VX,YE w c3 = const > 0 (p according to (1.2)). 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Further, in this section we suppose that 
(1.6) 
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Next, given II ~Ls(0, T; V) we set 
G(u) = IT?(u) dt if du(-)) E-w, 0 
0 
=+co otherwise. 
The functional @ is proper, convex and lower semi-continuous on L2(0, T; V) 
(cf. [4; Appendix I)]. Let a@ denote the subdifferential mapping of @ (as 
(multivalued) mapping from L2(0, T; V) into itself), i.e. 
a@(u) = [w eL2(0, T; V): G(w) 3 @(w) + iT ((w, z’ - u)) dt Vv EP(O, T; V)i . 
Due to a result by Brondsted and Rockafellar it holds o(M) # a where o(a@) 
denotes the effective domain of a@. 
With regard to the applications we are going to consider in Part II, let us 
impose the following condition on a@: 
a@ maps bounded subsets of D(a@) into bounded sets. 
Our first existence result for problem (I), (2) is the following 
THEOREM 1 .I. Suppose that the mapping A: W+ W* satir$es the conditions 
(l.l)-(1.3), while the bilinear mapping B: W x W-+ W* furf;ls the conditions 
(1.4), (1.5). Further, let (1.6), (1.7) be satisfied. 
Suppose that 
UOEH, f EL”‘(0, T; W”) i 
P P’=p--l . 1 
Then there exists a function u EL”@, c W) n C([O, T]; H) such that 
ur EL”(0, T; w*j; 
s ,’ (u’ + Au + B(u, a), v - u) dt + G(v) - Q(u) 
3 or (f, u - u) dt I VW ELY(O, T; W); 




Remark 1.1. The exponent p in (1.2) will be further restricted from below 
when applying Theorem 1.1 to the weak formulation of the initial-boundary 
value problem that will be considered in Section 1 of Part II. On the other hand, 
Theorem 1.1 can be straight-forwardly extended to the case p > 3 when repla- 
cing (1.5) by another appropriate estimate (cf. Section 1 of Part II). We shall 
therefore dispense with discussing this case (cf. also [13]). 
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Remark I .2. From (1 .I) and (1.3) one concludes that the mapping AZ! is 
monotone and hemi-continuous from D(0, T; W) into D’(0, T; W*) where 
(&n)(t) = A(t) for a.a. t E (0, T) and any v ELP(O, T; W). Further, setting 
(a?J> (t) = B(v(t), v(t)) f or a.a. t E (0, T) and any ZJ ED(O, T; W) n Lm(O, T; H) 
the hypothesis (1.5) implies 9% ELP’(O, T; W*). 
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 1.1 we make some preparations. 
Given E > 0 and x E V we set 
(cf. [7]). Obviously, P)E(X) < p(x) for all e > 0 and any x E V. The functional qc 
is convex and Frechet differentiable on V, and its Frechet derivative coincides 
with the Yosida-approximation of 3~: 
Here I denotes the identity on V and ap, the subdifferential mapping of q~ (as 
multivalued) mapping from V into itself): 
%+) = {z E v: a(r) 3 94x) + ((% Y - 4) VY E v 
(cf. [7]). From (1.6) one easily deduces that (+), (0) = 0 for all E > 0. 
We now introduce a mapping C,: W -+ W* by 
(w9, Y> = WY), (4, Y)h X,YE w. 
The mapping C, is monotone and Lipschitzian from W into W* (cf. [7]). Setting 
(~$4) (t) = cd~w) f or a.a. t E (0, T) and any u ED(O, T; W), it is readily 
verified that the mapping VE is monotone and Lipschitzian from LP(0, T; W) 
into D’(0, T; W*). Further, Ve possesses the following property: 
(cf. [ 141). 
for each r > 0 there exists a c(r) > 0 such that 
II ~<(U)lI p’(O*T;W*) G c(r) 
for all II u IILD(O.T,.W) < r and uniformly for all E > 0 
(1.11) 
Let us finally note that 
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for all u EL~(O, T; V) and all E > 0 where YE = (I + &S-l (here I denotes the 
identity on L2(0, T; V)) (cf. [7; Prop. 2.161). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. 1” Approximate solutions. Let {w, ,..., w, ,... } 
be a system of elements in W having the following properties: 
(a) the elements wr ,..., w, are linearly independent for each n; 
(b) (JT=r W, = W where W,, = span{w, ..., w,>. 
From (b) one obtains the existence of a sequence {uon} C W such that 
Uon E wn (from a certain no on), (1.12) 
Uon - uo strongly in Has n+ co. 
Let us now consider the initial value problem 
(4(t), Wi) + Wn(t>, 4 + W,(t), %Wh 4 + (C&n(t)), Wi> 
= (f(t), Wi) (i = l,...) n; 12 > a,), 
(1.13) 
%(O> = *on (1.14) 
where 
un(t) = Un.e(t) = 5 gai(t> wi * 
i=l 
From the theory of ordinary differential equations we get for each 71 >, no 
a real number 0 < t, < T and absolutely continuous functions gni on [0, t,] 
(i = I,..., n) which satisfy (1.13) for a.a. t E [0, t,], and the initial condition 
(1.14). 
2” A-priori-estimates. Observing (1.2), (1.4) and that C,(O) = 0 one easily 
derives from (1.13) the inequality 
+ g I %#)I2 + Cl Ill %L(W < (f (9, %(9) 
which holds for a.a. t E [0, t,]. Consequently 
ii I %@)I2 + cl ~otlll ~n(W’ ds < & I uon I2 + jot (f(s), G(S)) ds 
for all t E[O, t,J. By (1.12), the latter estimate implies that the functions g,, 
(i = l,..., n) are uniformly bounded on [0, t,J; they may therefore be continued 
onto the whole interval [0, 2’1. We thus have the estimates 
I %#)I G k, Vt E [0, T-J, Vn < no, VE > 0, 
II 11% IIp(O.~,.W) < 4 v?z > no ) VE > 0 
(1.15) 
(let us emphasize that the constant k, depends neither on 7t nor on c). 
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Next, observing (1.5) we infer from (1.13) and (1.15) that 
(1.16) 
for all v(t) = f #i(t) wi (#$ E g((O, T)) arbitrary, n > n,) 
i=l 
(where the constant K, is independent of n (and l )). 
3” Passage to limit n --j co (C > 0 fixed). From (1.15) and (1.16) we conclude 
(by going to a subsequence if necessary) that 
%l - % weakly* in L”‘(O, T; W, 
%a - UC weakly in qo, T; W), 
%-UC strongly in L2(0, T; H), (1.17) 
4 T) - z, weakly in H, 
(d + %J (4 - w,* weakly in LD’(O, T; w*) 
asn+co, and 
I %@)I < Al for a.a. t E (0, T), VE > 0, 
11 UC IIL~~O,T;W, G % v(E >o 
(1.18) 
(the strong convergence in (1.17) follows from a compactness result in [9]). 
Next, we claim that 
i4Yu, 4 a, weakly in LP’(0, T; W”) (1.19) 
as n + 00. Indeed, first of all, we have @uCj -+ T$ weakly in Lp’(O, T; W) as 
j -+ cc where {II~,} is a subsequence of {u,,>. Let then # E S((0, T) and x E W 
be arbitrary. By (1.5), 
Is T (&nj , u,J - W, , 4, (G(t) 4 dt 1 0 
< Ill x Ill sgoy,, IWI LT I unj - u, P/Ii uni - u, W2 II! 4 dt 
+ 1 LT Mu< > unj - 4, C(t) 4 dt 1 
It is readily verified that the right hand side of the latter inequality tends to zero 
when j + co. Therefore I$ = SYu, . 
Let now 1+4 be an arbitrary function in C@((O, T)), let i, be an arbitrary natural 
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number and let ai (i = 1 ,..., i,,) be arbitrary reals. Multiplying (1.13) (n 3 
max{n,, , &}) by +(t) ai , summing on i = l,..., i, , integrating over [0, T] and 
letting n-t co we get by the aid of (1.17) and (1.19) 
Hence u, possesses the distributional derivative u: ELP’(O, T; IV*), and it holds 
24: + w,* + 334, = f. (1.20) 
Using integration by parts we find 
u,(O) = uo > u,(T) = 2, (k > 0). (1.21) 
To complete this part of the proof let v ELJ(O, T; W) be arbitrary. Then 
’ 0 < 5 ((A + C,) (u,J - (A + Cc> (4, u, - 4 dt 0 
= oT (f, 4 dt - 4 I 4Q2 + 4 I uon I2 s 
- iT ((A + CJ (un), 4 dt - IoT ((A + Cc> (v), un - 4 dt 
(n > no). Taking the lim sup on the right of this inequality and observing (1.17) 
and (1.20) (1.21) one gets 
0 < oT (f, 4 dt - S I G’)12 + 4 I @)I2 s 
- oT (w,*, v) dt - /’ 
J‘ ((A + C) (a), u, - v) dt 0 
= o= (w,* - (A + C,) (v), u, - v) dt. 
I 
Thus, by a standard device from the theory of monotone operators, wf = 
(d + VJ (f4) = J& + ~Ju,), i.e. 
4 + &UC + gu, + U,(u,) =f. (1.20’) 
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4” Passage to limit E + 0. Combining (1.11) and (I. 18) we conclude from 
(1.20’) that the set {a:> (c > 0) is uniformly bounded in Lp’(O, T; W”). Thus, 
without any loss of generality 
u, - u weakly* in L”(O, T; H), 
u, + u weakly in WO, T; W), 
u, - u. strongly in L2t0, T; HI, 
(1.22) 
24:-t u’ weakly in P’(0, T; w*> 
as l -+ 0 (the strong convergence in (1.22) follows in the present case from the 
compactness result [I 1; Chap. I, 5.21). The set (q(T)} (E > 0) being uniformly 
bounded in H we infer from the identity 
(x E W arbitrary) that 
u,(T) - u(T) weakly in H (1.23) 
as E -+ 0. Analogously, u(O) = u,-, .
Let now v EL*(O, T; W) be arbitrary. We then deduce from (1.20’) the 
inequality 
I T (4 + Au, + B(u, , 4, v - 4 dt + Q(v) - @,(u,) 0 
2 oT tf, v - 4 dt. s 
(1.24) 
Setting v = 0 one obtains 
iT (f, 4 dt - joT (4 + Au, 3 4 dt + TV(O) 
2 M%) 
Hence 
AW + u 
as c-0. 
Finally, (1.24) implies 
weakly in P(0, T; V) (1.25) 
s T (Au,, % - v) 
’ < - $ I u,(W + 3 I uo I2 + J; (u:, v) dt 
+ lT W, 7 11,), 4 dt + @5(v) - @(.A(u,)) + .r,’ (f, u, - v) dt. 
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s T(A II, u - v) dt 0 
< lim inf 
s T (Au,, 
u, - v) dt 
0 
< IoT (u’ + B(u, 4, v - 4 dt + Q(v) - Q(u) + 1; (f, u - v) dt 
for any v E Lp(O, T; W). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
1.2. We now impose the following additional conditions on the mappings 
A and B: 
there exists a functional F:W+R such that A = gradF; (1.26) 
I(B(x, 4, Y)I G ~4 Ill x IV I Y I Vx, y E W, c, = const > 0. (1.27) 
The hemi-continuity of A and condition (1.26) imply (up to an additive constant) 
F(x) = j-’ (A(w), x) ds, XEW. 
0 
Thus, by (1.2), (1.3), 
(cr according to (1.2) cz = const > 0). 
We then have 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the mappiq A: W -+ W* satisfy the conditions (1. 1)-(1.3), 
(1.26), and let the bilinear mapping B: W x W -+ W* fuljil the conditions (1.4), 
(1.5), (1.27). Further, let condition (1.6) be satisfied. 
(i) Let (1.7) be fuelled, and suppose that u. G H and f = fi -+ f2 where: 
fi ELP’(0, T; w*> (i = 1, 2) 
t1’2f, E L2(0, T; H), t”“j,’ E LD’(O, T; W*), 
t Ill f2Wlll?’ 9 cona Vt E P, Tl. 
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Then there exists a function u ELP(O, T; W) n C([O, T]; H) which satisfies 
(I .S)-( 1. IO). In addition, it holds 
tlipu EL~‘(O, T; W), Wu’ EL~(O, T; H). (I .29) 
(ii) Let u0 E D(p) andf -fi +fi where: 
fi EL~(O, T; W, f2 , f; E L”‘(0, T; W*). 
Then there exists a function u E C,([O, T]; W) n C([O, T]; H)l zuhich satisjies 
and (1.9), (1.10). 
u’ eL2(0, T; H), (1.30) 
To prove this theorem it suffices to establish appropriate additional a-priori- 
estimates on the approximate solutions {u,} which yield (1.29) and (1.30), 
respectively. 
(i) First of all, combining (1.13) with the second estimate in (1.15) we 
easily find 
J -t v&n(s)) ds < b(O) + 1’ (C&n(s)), in) ds n I) 
< al = const 
(1.31) 
for all t E [0, T], any n > n, and any E > 0. 
Next, multiplying (1.13) by tghi(t), summing on i = I,..., n and integrating 
over [0, t] (t E (0, T]) yields 
J -’ s I W)l 2 ds + W,(t)) + tp?&n(t)) n 
L. jt s(fN, 4(s)) ds - it @(I,, G(S)), 44s)) ds 
II (I 
and therefore, by (1.6), (1.15), (1.28) and (1.31), 
s ‘s 1 u;(s)/” ds + : t 111 ue(t)~Ii” n 
(1.32) 
< a2 + j-” (f(s), 4b)) ds- jt W44, ds)), 4z(s)) d  
n n 
for all t E [0, T], any n > n, and any .C > O,OL? being independent of both n and E. 
1 C,([O, T]; W) = set of all mappings u: [0, T] - W such that the function t ---F 
(x”, w(t)) is continuous on [0, T] for any x* E W*. 
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Observing the hypotheses on f the first integral on the right hand side of 
(1.32) can be evaluated as follows: 
((~a = const). Further, by (1.27), 
- s t SW&), UN44s)) ds 0 
< 4 jt s I 4z(s)l" ds + ~4 jt s III ~n(4114 ds 
0 0 
(or, = const). Inserting the latter two estimates into (1.32) we find 
s t s I4a(412 ds + t /!I ~m(t>lll” 0 
G ~5 [ 1 + jot (Ill ~n(4114-P + 1) s III ~,&)lll" ds] 
for all t E [0, T], any 71 >, no and any E > 0 where 01~ depends neither on 11 nor 
on E. Hence 
t III ~nWIl~ < cona Vt E [O, T], Vn 3 n, ) VjE > 0, 
s 
T 
s 1 u;(s)]” ds < const Vn >, no ) ‘de > 0. 
0 
(ii) Without any loss of generality, we may assume that u,(O) = u. for all 
n 3 n, (cf. (1.14)). 
We now multiply (1.13) by gZ(t), sum on i = l,..., II and integrate over 
[0, t] (t E (0, T]). Then 
s 
ot I 4&)l” ds + % Ill zm(W 
< +,I + duo) - do) + jt (f(s)> 4&N ds - j’ (WQs), un(s))~ uh(4) ds. 
0 0 
Analogous arguments as above yield 
/I/ u,(t)ll! < const ‘dt E [O, T], VilE > 0, 
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2 
Let us now suppose that W == V2 (algebraically and topologically). 
2.1. The mapping A: V ---f V* is then assumed to satisfy the conditions 
A is monotone and hemi-continuous; (2.1) 
(Ax, x) > cl ~/ x 1:” Vx e V, c2 = const > 0, p > 4 ; (2.2) 
- II Ax /I* < cz(ll x lln-1 + 1) Vx E V, c2 = const > 0 (2.3) 
while the conditions on the bilinear mapping B: V x V + V* are as follows: 
(B(x, x), x) = 0 vx E v, (2.4) 
II B(x, r>lh < ~3 I x P4 II x 113’4 I Y V4 II Y //3’4 vx, y E K c, = const > 0. 
(2.5) 
As above, let p: V-+(-co, +co] b e a proper, convex and lower semi-continu- 
ous functional. 
The following theorem yields a sharpening of the main result in [12] (in the 
case of three dimensions). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the mapping A: V + V* satisfy the conditions (2.1)-(2.3), 
while the bilinear mapping B: V x V ---f V’* is assumed to fuljil the conditions (2.4), 
(2.5). Further, let (1.6), (1.7) be satis$ed. 
Suppose 
f ELp’(O, T; V*), U,EH. 
Then there exists a function u ELP(O, T, V) n C([O, T]; H) such that 
u’ EL”‘(O, T; V*); P-6) 
f 
o= (u’ + Au + B(u, u), o - u) dt + @p(v) - G(u) 
3 ,: (f, v - 4 dt I 
(2.7) 
vv ELP(O, T; V); 
u(0) = 240 . (2.8) 
Using a “special base” as in [I 1; Chap. I, 6.3, 6.41 the proof of Theorem 2.1 
can be carried out (with minor changes) on the pattern of that of Theorem 1.1; 
we may therefore dispense with further details. 
Remark 2.1. Let us sharpen some of our above conditions as follows: 
A is hemi-continuous, 
(Ax - AY, x -Y) 2 co II x -Y II2 NY E v, co = const > 0, (2.1’) 
B(x, y), z) = +3(x, z), y) Vx, Y, z E V. (2.4’) 
2 Recall that V is a real Hilbert space which is compactly and densely imbedded into H. 
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Suppose that the conditions (2.1’), (2.3) (with p 3 4) and (2.49, (2.5) are 
fulfilled. Then there exists at most one function u ED(O, T; V) n C([O, T]; H) .- 
which satisfies (2.6)-(2.8). 
Indeed, we first of all note that (2.7) is equivalent to 
(u”(t) + Au(t) + Wt), u(t)), x - u(t)) + 44 - &4t)) 
3 (f(t), x - u(t)) for a.a. t E (0, T), for all x E D(v) 
(cf. [4; Appendix I]). 
Let then ui , us ED(O, T; V) n C([O, T]; H) be two functions which 
(2.6)-(2.8). Observing (2.7*) one easily finds 




< const [” I ui - up Ill2 [I ui - ua 113i2 /I ui 11 ds 
Jo 
for all t E [0, T]. Therefore 
1 u,(t) - u2(t)12 < const o’ /I u1 iI4 [ ur - u2 I2 ds s 
for all t E [0, T]; hence ui = us . 
2.2. We are now going to prove the following regularity result for the 
solution to (l), (2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the mapping A: V-+ V* satisfy conditions (2.17, (2.2), 
(2.3) (with p > 4), while the bilinear mapping B: V x V -+ V* is assumed to 
fuIJZ (2.47, (2.5). 
Suppose that the date satisfy the following conditions: 
f,f’ EL~(O, 7’; W, 
uo E D(P) ; there exists an ho E H such that 
(Au0 + &Jo T uoh x - uo) + d4 - duo) 
> (ho , x - uo> for all x E D(v). 
Then there exists exactly one function u E C([O, T]; V) such that 
the right derivative 2 exists in H at each t E [0, T); 
u’ E L2(0, T; V) n Lm(O, T; H); 
( 
d+u 
x (4 + Au(t) + B(u(t), u(t)), x - u(t)) + ~(4 - dW 
2 (fW> 2 - u(t>) Vt E [0, T), Vx E c 
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Remark 2.2. Condition (2.10) is necessary in the following sense: If there 
exists a function u E C([O, T]; I’) which satisfies (2.11), (2.13), (2.14) then it 
holds 
for all x E D(y), i.e. (2.10) is fulfilled with h,, =f(O) - (d+zl/dt) (0). 
Remark 2.3. From (2.12), (2.13) one may easily conclude that the function 
t + p)(u(t)) possesses an integrable majorant on [0, T]. Hence, this function is 
integrable on [0, T] (cf. [4; Appendix I]), and u therefore satisfies (2.7). The 
uniqueness of u under the conditions of Theorem 2.2 has already been shown 
in Remark 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Following [5] we introduce for any integer n 3 j/ u0 j/ 
the functional 
944 = dx> if XEWP) and II4 <n, 
=+m otherwise. 
It is readily seen that the functional pn is proper, convex and lower semi- 
continuous on V. 
Set 
%&) = t.x* E v*: q&L(Y) b %2(x> -t (x*, y - x) VY E v>. 
Let us then consider the mapping 
Mnx = (Ax + B(x, x) + +n(~>> n H 
with effective domain D(M,J = (X E H: there exists h E H such that h - Ax - 
B(x, X) E +n(~)>. Our hypothesis (2.10) implies u,, E D(M,). 
The mapping 
M, + 4, 
4c -3 
un = + (c3?z)4 -y- 
( ! 
is maximal monotone in H. Indeed, firstly, M, + a,I is monotone in H: for any 
x, y E D(M,J and any u E Mnx, v E M,y it holds 
(u - v, x - Y) + 0, I x - y I2 
> co II x - Y /I2 - c3n I x - y P2 II x - y /l3’2 + 012 I x - y I2 
> 0. 
Secondly, it holds R((M, + uJ) + xl) = H for all h > 0. For showing this, 
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we at first note that the mapping rl is pseudo-monotone from 1,’ into l-*, i.e. 
for any sequence {xi} C V such that .x~ + x weakly in V as j + co and 
it holds 
lim sup(Ar, , xj - cX) < 0 
(As, x - y) < lim inf(dxi , Xj - y) vy E v. 
Further, our hypotheses (2.43, (2.5) imply that B(xj , xi) - B(x, X) weakly in 
V* for any sequence {xi> C V which converges weakly to x in V asi + 00. It is 
now easily verified that the mapping A + B( , ) + ~1 is pseudo-monotone 
from V into V* (for any p > 0). Since A -1 B( , ) + pI is in addition bounded 
and coercive on V, while +J,~ is maximal monotone we obtain from [6] the 
surjectivity of the mapping A + B( , ) + hpn + pI. 
Applying the theory of abstract differential equations (cf. [I, IO]) we obtain 
the existence and uniqueness of a Lipschitz continuous function II,: [0, T] + H 
such that 
%a) fz WL) VtE [O, T]; (2.15) 
q exists in H for all t E [0, T); more precisely, 
1 +(t) 1 < C, = const 
(2.16) 
Vt E [0, T); 
d+u 
--$- (t> + w&z(t) -fWO = o3 
u,(O) = uo . 
Vt E [O, T); (2.17) 
(2.18) 




+ (t) + Au,(t) + &n(t), Qt>), x - u,(t)! + ~44 - v&n(t)) 
2 (f(t), x - %@>) Vt E [O, T), vx E v. 
(2.17,) 
On the other hand, it holds 
where Izi = const < 0 (i = 1,2). Setting x = u. in (2.17,) and observing the 
estimate in (2.16) we get // ~Jt)ll < const for all t E [0, T) (where the constant 
may depend on n). Thus u,, E C,([O, T]; V), and since un takes its values in a 
separable subspace of V, ull is strongly measurable on [0, T] with respect to V. 
3 Co denotes the (uniquely determined) element of smallest norm in C (C any closed, 
convex subset of H). 
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In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need some a-priori- 
estimates. First of all, from (2.17,) one obtains 
Next, let h E (0, I’). We then conclude from (2.17,) that 
< 3 Iu,(h) - ~,(O)l” + Iot (f(s + h) -fW, u,(s +h) - u,(4) ds
T 4 s ot I u,(s + h) - u,(#‘~ I/ u,(s + Iz) - u,(s)~/~‘~ 1) u,(s + h)l; ds 
for all t E [0, T - h]. Observing that our hypothesis (2.9) is equivalent to the 
existence of a constant C such that 
s T--h If@ + 4 -fb)12 ds < Ch2 Vh E (0, T) o 
one easily finds by virtue of (2.19) that 
/ u,(t t h) - u,(t)12 < const(l s(h) - u,(O)l” + h2) 
for all t E [0, T - h], the constant being independent of n. Thus 
/ q (t) 1 < const (1 % (0) [ + 1) Vt E [0, T). 
Since l(d+u,/dt) (O)l < 1 ho -f(O)1 we obtain 
where the constant C, does not depend on II. The second estimate in (2.20) 
implies 
II %(a G c3 vt~[O,Tl, Vn3llqtll 
(C, independent of n). 
Let n > n,, = max{iI ~1~ 11 , C,}. Then &+(t)) = p)(~~(t)) for all t E [0, T], 
and therefore urn(t) = un(t) for all t E [0, T] and all m, n 2 no . Hence, the 
function u = u, (n > no) satisfies (2.1 l)-(2.14). 
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Remark 2.4. A similar result as that of Theorem 2.2 (except for (2.11)) can 
be obtained by the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 (differentiate the appro- 
ximate equations and multiply by g;,(t); cf. [ 11; Chap. II, 5.41). In this case we 
have to impose the following conditions on the data: 
f,f’ EW(O, T; v*>; (2.9’) 
0 E w%h f(0) - Au, - B(U” , uo) E Il. (2. IO’) 
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